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Fuel For Thought
with “Landspeed Louise” Ann Noeth

More Motor City
Adventures
Pacing a Speed Wrinkle at 60
Watkins Lake, Michigan resident
Gary Hensley rides the TEAM Red
Arrow Racing’s motorcycle streamliner
at Bonneville. On July 29th he earned
the August title of “Speed Wrinkle” by
turning 60. However, I suspect he
cheats because the guy looks forty and
acts like a proper 10 year old whenever possible.
Wife Patty, the lady who could
make the Iron Chefs look like short
order cooks, got out of the kitchen
and catered a meal that ended with a
tug boat ride. The chartered bus transported revelers to Westport marina
over the Canadian border and back
again permitting no whistle to remain
un-wet.
It would not be a stretch to say
that our bus driver, Rodney, became
our baby sitter before the end of the
night, oops, I mean the next day. Late
night border crossings can be misery,
but we rebounded by stopping at the
ancient American Coney Island hot
dog joint in downtown Detroit. I’m
told these dogs are world class, but
personally I prefer the particular indi-

gestion that only a White Castle slider
can produce at that hour in the morning.
Riding around downtown Detroit,
I was astonished at the widespread
decay. I was told that the dozens upon
dozens of abandoned buildings –
many multistoried giants built with
the finest of materials - had been left
to rot for more than 30 years! Woodward Avenue was little more than a
public urinal, thanks to the boarded
up windows, graffiti and filth.
It was the same for blocks upon
blocks in every direction. What the
hell happened here? Wasn’t I in the
heart of the American auto industry?
Isn’t this the place from which transportation trends emanate, pulsate and
influence the entire world?
From what I could see Detroit was
little more than a social train wreck
masquerading as an American urban
environment. The place is a nightmare. Detroit has no soul, or at best it
is unconscious. It has no heart, no
place for passion to radiate extolling
the best from it citizens. Where
applause should erupt spontaneously
after great performances comes only a
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The industrial grade shoreline that is Detroit. Here, one of Ford’s ore processing
plants huffs and puffs through another back breaking work shift.
dirge of public apathy.
Not houses folks, but river front
But I digress. Let’s get back to the estates, marina upon marina. One
boat ride. It was a beamy tugboat that even sported cheesy rope lights
held we 40 plus merry makers who shaped like palm trees that reflected
oooh’d and aaahhh’d at the full off million dollar boats.
moon, the second that month.
This was a bad dream. Such a
Known as a blue moon, the giant orb wide disparity of economy in a city
started out the color of pale cheddar where so many made so much for so
cheese before it faded to pale white long, adding to the contrast are the
and fled across the warm night sky.
numerous glorious communities that
With the nighttime temperatures surround the stinging canker sore that
hovering in the 80’s and the wind is Detroit. If cities could be dysfuncmoving soft and slow like a silk scarf tional this place is a case study by
across your cheek, we cruised some 30 which all others could be measured.
miles of the Detroit River. Starting in Oddly, along this same stretch of real
LaSalle, we crossed back over the estate, on the Canadian side, prosperiAmerican side of the river because it was legal to
boat while boozing, we
first came upon Ford’s
River Roughe complex
where at one time raw
materials arrived at one
end and cars came out
the other.
We chugged past
miles and miles of
immense industrial complexes and when the
shift whistle trilled, I Gary Hensley’s crowd of merry makers gather in the
thanked the Lord above I Team Arrow race shop for his birthday.
didn’t have to go there
to make a living. The open flames that ty bustled into life a tidy middle-class
raged atop several towers, the acrid community in which anyone would
smell of sulphur and who knows what be pleased to make a life.
crinkled our noses, told us the giant
Hey, but this was a birthday bash
blast furnaces were cooking up anoth- right? We sang the celebratory song
er brew of molten metal. There wasn’t multiple times, stopping enroute to
one green thing in sight.
tour the Arrow Racing shop where
Pushing on, we arrived down- owner Bob Williams graciously
town where the aging Cobo Hall was showed us the team’s red and white
dowdy in comparison to the sparkling speed machine. Rider Hensley invited
round towers of the “RenCen”, the folks to climb in and imagine themenormous glass edifice built by Ford selves on the saline speedway.
that turned out to be its greatest folly, Needing no urging, I plunked myself
which was then bought by and made into the cockpit, lowered the canopy
usable by General Motors. It seemed and marveled at how much could get
so lonely on the shore.
crammed into a teeny tiny space.
Then came Belle Isle, complete
Hensley uses a periscope viewing
with a bridge much like those found system much like that of Jack Costelin Paris which we glided under la’s Nebulous Theorem streamliners,
amazed to see a steady stream of car to maintain a near bullet-like shape
headlights not only over the bridge, for screaming through the atmobut the lighting up the entire length sphere. In 2003 they managed a
of the island like fireflies on parade. 201.276 mph run at Speedweek giving
Here is where the money got spent. them the bragging rights as “the
world’s fastest 600cc motorcycle. Let’s
see what they do now that a nitrous
system has been added.
The machine’s gas pedal says
“faster” while the instructions on the
steering bars state: “Wide open until
DEALER INQUIRES INVITED
you see God, then brake.” Look for
this multinational team to be around
SHIRTS
HATS
for many years, they have a plan to
PATCHES
start slow, tumbling records slowly,
GAUGES
but surely with eyes on speed marks
GRAPHICS
they dare not speak of publicly. Check
WWW.RETROALLEY.COM
them out at:
817-929-9592
http://www.arrowracing.org/
One thing is certain; these guys
know exactly how to throw a party.
Louise
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